
September 10, 2014 

Kelli Wood 

9570 Gateway Blvd. North 

El Paso, TX 79924 

Dear Ms. Kelli Wood: 

Enclosed is my essay “My First, Hopefully My Last, My Everything.”  In my essay, I tried to share 

a story about the day I bought my very first iPod and the significance behind my iPod.  

Overall, I felt like I wrote a good essay.  I like to think I told a good story of the day I purchased 

my iPod and my driving factor.  I also felt like I was very passionate when it came to being 

descriptive.  The best example would be how I conveyed just how angelic Bose head phones 

really are: “The very first pair I tried on felt like if heaven made two pillows and placed it on 

earth; Bose found these pillows and built speakers into them; then the pillows with built in 

speakers somehow managed to find a way onto my ears.”  By far it is one of my best and most 

memorable descriptions ever. 

If I had to say I had any major concerns about this paper it would be feeling the need to write 

more about the significance of my iPod and what it truly means to me.  I also do not feel like I 

grasp all the punctuation rules like when to correctly use the hyphen or the dash.  I would 

greatly enjoy more examples of the hyphen and also the dash only to better enhance my 

writing ability. 

I am a little nervous yet so excited to see the feedback that I receive on this paper.  I put a lot of 

thought into creating this fine piece of writing.  If you have questions, please contact me at 

youremail@whatever.com.  I look forward to meeting with you to further discuss the 

development of my writing. 

Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Timothy Johns 

Timothy Johns 

123 My Street 
El Paso, TX 79936 
915-123-4567 
youremail@whatever.com 
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